Parking & Transportation Overview

To park on campus you must either purchase a hang tag or pay hourly in the Vulcan Garage or the designated hourly pay by license locations in LOT’s 11 & 17. There are NO FREE parking spaces on campus. All guests and visitors must use hourly parking if they wish to park on campus.

Cal U has a paid managed parking system; this ensures that all individuals have a place to park when coming to campus. The RFID hang tag allows us to monitor the access of these permits and conduct electronic enforcement. Any time you need assistance or have questions regarding parking or transportation services, please call (724) 938-4677 or stop by our office located in Manderino Library Room 123. You can also get a lot of additional information on line at our web page at www.calu.edu/parking.

Once you have purchased a permit it is assigned to a specific lot. This is the only lot you may park in the holder of the permit is responsible for all citations associated with their account which is why we strongly recommend not to share or split the cost of a permit with a friend or roommate.

You can log in on line using your Cal U campus wide log in. From there you can manage your parking account place yourself onto a waitlist for a future desired lot. Renew your permit, edit your vehicle information, and pay or appeal any citations received.

Parking is enforced on Campus 24/7 in all parking areas by Parking Enforcement and University Police. This includes night time and weekends and holidays. Security Cameras and Emergency call boxes and lights are in all parking locations. Proper Display of your permit is a requirement; this allows our officers to determine which registered vehicles are authorized to be on campus.

There are times when the Garage maybe free and open to guests i.e. Parent’s Weekend, Homecoming weekend, Graduation. Watch campus wide announcements for special notifications regarding parking & transportation services.

If you receive a citation and you wish to appeal the citation you have 72 hours to do so and the instructions can be found on the back of the citation.

If you accumulate (3) or more unpaid citations you may receive a boot on your vehicle and an additional boot removal fee. No paying citations before the end of each semester will result in an academic hold and this may prevent you from registering for classes or obtaining your transcripts.

Stolen permits or lost permits will require a notification and a replacement fee to be paid. If the stolen or lost permit is recovered a refund of the replacement fee will occur.

Bus transportation provided on campus to Vulcan Village and Brownsville Walmart. Operates M-F from 7am- 11:30pm and Sat. 8am-11:30pm and Sunday’s 10am-6pm. Buses are not on a set schedule but operate on a 15 -20 headway so they are always available and easily recognizable. Walmart trips begin every hour from 11:00am – 7:30pm with the last bus returning from Walmart to campus at 8:30pm.